
 
 

Reheating in an Oven  
This is my recommended method for ideal taste.  Preheat your oven to 375F.  

Remove meal from the compostable container, and place the protein and 
vegetables next to each other on a lined oven safe tray (Pyrex dishes work well 
too).  Cover loosely with foil.  Bake in your preheated oven for 12-15 minutes.  

Results may vary depending on individual ovens. Let cool for 2 minutes or until 
cool enough to eat, and then enjoy!  The food will reheat faster if it is spread out 
on a larger oven safe tray, compared to a stacked up in a small oven safe tray. 

 
Reheating our Sautés, Stir-fry, and Hash 

Heat a flat bottom pan on medium-high heat with 1 tsp of organic grape seed oil, 
coconut oil, or other healthy oil.  Remove your entrée from the compostable 

container, and add your entrée slowly to the hot pan.  You should hear a sizzle 
when your meal hits the hot oil.   Stir your entrée in the pan until evenly heated 

through.  If your pan is hot, large and flat, this should take no longer than 5 
minutes to warm through! Let cool for 2 minutes or until cool enough to eat, and 

then enjoy! 

Reheating in a Microwave 
If convenience is the biggest factor, feel free to use a microwave.   Place a drop 
of water or 2 on a microwave safe plate.  Remove meal from the compostable 

container, and place the protein and vegetables next to each other on the 
microwave-safe plate.  Cover loosely with plastic wrap.  Microwave on high in 1-
minute intervals, stirring when necessary and until completely hot. Let cool for 2 

minutes or until cool enough to eat, and then enjoy! 
 

Reheating our Paleo Pizza 
Reheating our Paleo Pizza is easy!  Simply remove your pizza from the 

compostable container and place it on a parchment lined sheet tray and place it 
in an oven preheated to 400.  Allow it about 10 minutes to cook!  Let cool for 2 

minutes or until cool enough to eat, and then enjoy! 
 

 
If you have any questions please feel free to email me, chefjosh@cjkfoods.com 


